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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

January 28, 1972

MEMORANDUM FOR BOB HALDEMAN

FROM THE PRESIDENT

~

On further reflection I think your idea of having Tricia and
Julie, and for very major events Pat, go to political affairs
around the country is an excellent one.

What you shou 1d do is to always have a Cabinet officer or
other good speaker on the program. The presence of Tricia,
Julie or Pat there will simply hypo the publicity in an
enormous degree. Julie has worked out a very good formula
where she does a TV interview in each case, but I am sure
Pat and Tricia will follow suit -- 'Tricia, of course, a little
more quickly than Pat because Pat doesn't like interviews.
In Pat's case the big receptions are probably a good idea
in the country because they really mean a great deal to people
who are not in Washington.
I again urge, however, the necessity for beefing up the staff
work in getting better schedule events for Julie, Tricia and
Pat in the country.
I consider this top priority.
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